Brief
Client: Crozdesk.com
Industry: Cloud-based business software
Medium: Online
Format: Content marketing thought-pieces
Audience: Owners of small and medium sized businesses, considering a purchase of software in
the near future.
Design: Create eye-catching images to accompany Crozdesk blog content. These images should
be visually attractive and memorable, in order to encourage sharing of the content with which
they are associated.
Copywriting: Produce high-quality blog content relating to relevant industry themes. This
content should be search optimised for specific keywords and encourage backlinks from other
websites. The content would ideally be heavily shared via social media.

Having worked in the legal sector, I have seen first-hand the challenges facing the industry in
2015. The impact of technology in the form of instant communication has dramatically increased the pace at which clients expect work to be delivered, while the prevalence of legal
information on the internet means that legal professionals now have to work harder to earn
their worth in the eyes of increasingly informed clients. As well as presenting challenges,
advances in technology present many opportunities for the modern law firm, through the wide
range of legal SaaS products on offer, enabling them to streamline the way they function and
stay ahead of the competition:
SaaS Apps for Legal Research
Accurate, thoroughly researched legal advice has never been more important for lawyers wanting to please and retain clients. Legal fee-earners rely on good research – whether their own,
or that of Paralegals and Legal Assistants. Such research will aim to explore legal precedents
and gain an overview of legislation on a particular issue. Case history, precedents and legislation constantly change; SaaS apps are the perfect way to ensure information is up-do-date.
Traditionally, apps such as LexisNexis and WestLaw have been used for this purpose, and while
they are cloud-based, there are now a range of new SaaS apps challenging these major players
and transforming the task of legal research:
Fastcase
Cloud-based legal research software Fastcase offers users features which are not available on
more mainstream legal research sites. Offering the usual legal citation search functionality and
comprehensive, up-to-date legal databases, Fastcase also offers users a unique ranking system for search results. This system is designed to cater for the fact that legal research almost
always involves delving into a very specific area of law rather than generically searching for
cases. This presumption has led the Fastcase team to feature a search function which shows
not only how popular a particular case citation is in terms of how many times it has been cited
in other cases, but also demonstrates its popularity based on how many times the term has

been cited in that particular area of law, providing search results which are arguably far more
relevant.
Other functionality includes a URL function which allows the URL of a specific search to be
emailed to a clerk or assistant, for them to then re-run the search from where you left off. Of
particular note is a distinctive data visualisation search tool, which allows users to display all
cases on a particular topic on a timeline, easily showing when that area of law became most
prevalent; hover-over options within the display also allow instant access to top-line details
about the case. This innovative feature makes it far easier for users to gain an overview of the
legal landscape in a particular area of law and across a particular period of time. A feature
which is likely to be particularly popular with law students cramming for exams!
Ravel Law
Ravel Law is a legal research app designed around data visualisation. Performing a search
will give you a list of cases ranked by relevance, accompanied by a map containing the top 75
cases from your search. Circles within the display are sized according to the number of citations that each case received, with each circle representing a case. Larger circles receive more
citations, these are likely to be seminal cases. Lines connecting cases show citations between
them and arrows show the direction of the citation. Features such as the court filter can be
used to sort results. This shows the court level from which a case originated and the case
publication date. Another filter groups cases sharing a citation network and which therefore
relate to each other. Ravel also employs “big data” technologies to increase the power of their
case analytics function. The Star Reading System provides guidance about the most important
passages in each case and helps lawyers identify subsequent areas for analysis.
Opening a case on a particular area of law will also open all subsequent discussion of this
main case in other case law and display it to the left of the main case. Ravel then analyses the
citations from each page of the main case and alerts you to high levels of discussion with the
star rank. The more stars a page receives, the more the main case has been discussed by other
cases.
Most interestingly, Ravel also analyses each page of a case citation in relation to each page of
the main case and determines the context and manner in which the main case is being interpreted by those cases. Ravel then groups these case discussions by the nature of their interpretations, so you can see how the other cases analyse the main case. Ravel is unique in the
sense that it performs all this analysis on one page, along side the main case you are previewing. The use of algorithms to analyse the law might sound slightly unnerving and a little sci-fi,
but Ravel has the potential to transform legal research with this in-depth analysis feature.
One other feature worth mentioning is Ravel’s intriguing Judge Analytics function, with the
aim being to provide a detailed insight on every judge within a particular jurisdiction. Currently limited to the USA, the tool provides information about the cases and courts a judge has cited in the past and which they might be predisposed to hear arguments from. The idea behind
this is that it makes available the kind of in-depth knowledge which could only previously be
made available by an army of legal researchers and a huge budget.
SaaS Apps for Legal Case Management
The legal profession is client-servicing by nature: a fact which brings with it a raft of tasks
which relate to each particular client, matter or case that a law firm handles. Correspondence
must be sent, paperwork must be scanned and stored securely, appointments must be diarised,

case notes and billable time recorded, to name a few. Added to this are the complexities of
keeping track of legal processes and dates such as court deadlines or document submission
deadlines. Finding technology which can effectively bundle these tasks into one application is
a challenge. Any effective case management system needs to facilitate and organise this array
of tasks, as well as enabling a law firm to keep track of communication with clients for each
case. The best systems will also offer clients numerous contact channels, enabling contacting
their lawyer to be stress free. Finally, these systems will need to be bespoke, and adaptable to
the individual needs of each law firm – customisability is key to a good case management system. There are now a range of specifically designed legal case management SaaS apps available:
Mycase
Mycase claims to be the only legal case management software to feature a secure client web
portal allowing clients to view, download and comment on documents. This is likely to be an
invaluable feature for firms wanting to improve the level and quality of communication they
have with clients. Other features include collaborative calendaring, document management,
easy case note recording and a function which allows tasks to be created and delegated.
MyCase also offers a document generation function, which aims to remove the hassle from
generating complex formal legal documents. At the click of a mouse, a pre-created document
template stored on the system can be populated with the relevant client and case details,
greatly expediting the task of producing correspondence. A limited set of financial features
is also available, including time and expense tracking, the ability to receive online payments
from clients, online reporting of billable time and invoice creation.
Proclaim Case Management Software
Proclaim offers a comprehensive case management software for law firms, and is used by over
22,000 professionals in a number of different sectors. The software offers powerful data storage; fast and efficient production of documents, based on a wide range of templates; a searchable document library of scanned documents providing a crucial knowledge store for research
and new business prospecting tools linked to all major social media channels. A diary and task
management function, along with seamlessly integrated cost and budgeting tools are also on
offer.
LegalTrek
Compatible with all major browsers, LegalTrek’s user interface centres on a main daily schedule
screen which includes personal and company events and tasks by day, week or month. A client
management module shows personal or company wide client lists, depending on user access
preferences. A separate matters module shows user involvement with matters and offers users
a status update for each matter. LegalTrek allows documents to be attached to clients, matters
or tasks and a document assembly module automates frequently created documents. A billing
management module shows charges and billable time filtered by client or matter.
HoudiniESQ
An entirely web-based product, HoudiniESQ can be deployed in-house or in the cloud and is
accessible from nearly any device. Feature-rich and flexible, HoudiniESQ claims to centralise
vital data and communication by managing clients, leads, contacts, contracts and schedules
as well as retainers, expenses, time and billing. A search function enables efficient access to

all data, documents, emails and email attachments, while a built-in document generation tool
allows documents to be generated and sent. The service integrates with a wide range of software including Word, Outlook, Excel, WordPerfect, Acrobat, QuickBooks and OpenOffice. A case
management workflow function enables streamlining of processes on each case and ensures
that tasks do not get missed. Flexibility is key to the software - it is fully customisable and can
therefore be adapted to suit the needs of individual firms.
DocuSign
While not a case management app, DocuSign makes online document signing simple and
secure – a highly useful tool for the modern law firm. Users can upload documents for signing
in a variety of formats, mark the fields for signing and add the names of signatories. Recipients
will receive a link to a secure portal where they can sign and return the documents electronically.
SaaS Apps for Legal Time Recording
While the case management apps mentioned above do incorporate time recording, it is worth
mentioning two specific time recording apps which may prove very useful to the busy lawyer:
Bill4Time
Bill4Time is a time recording app that allows users to easily record and keep track of billable
time. The software can be accessed from a smartphone or tablet and features one-click time recording and one-screen batch entry, as well as a diary sync function which allows appointments
and time entries to be consistent. Customisable and batch invoicing, as well as 24/7 client
access to a secure payment portal along with a Quickbooks plugin, make this software highly
relevant for the modern law firm. Bill4time also Features a customisable dashboard allowing
users to review and track detailed activity relating to billed time.
Chrometa
A passive time recording device, Chrometa automatically captures all billable time by running
in the background and making note of your activities. Open or compose an email, draft a document, conduct web research, and your time is captured automatically. Time is grouped by application and the app gives a breakdown of time by activity. Chrometa automatically starts its own
timer by monitoring keyboard and mouse activity – very useful because it avoids the need for a
fee-earner to stop or start a timer each time they move from one task to another.
SaaS Accounting Apps for Law Firms
Proclaim Accounts
Proclaim Accounts can be used in conjunction with Proclaim and provides control of account
information, with security preferences for each user. Proclaim Accounts caters for the full range
of financial postings, including standing orders, direct debits, prepayments. Reversal of erroneous postings can be done efficiently and “quick postings” can be performed from within individual matter screens. Other features include an office and client ledger display; colour coding
of positive and negative figures; a display of underlying double-entry detail; full billing details
related to profit costs, VAT and disbursements; allocation of monies received and the ability to
insert narrative to explain entries.

QuickBooks
Cloud accounting software Quickbooks can be tailored to the specific needs of a law firm, via
the Quickbooks MyCase Law plugin. Describing itself as “the most robust integration in the
legal practice management industry”, the plugin provides a one-way sync of your firm’s MyCase accounting data into QuickBooks. There is no monthly fee for this sync, only a one-off fee
of $99. The app provides synchronisation of detailed invoice data, recording of payments on
invoices, trust account transactions, cash and accrual accounting among other features.
The Modern Cloud-Based Law Firm
The benefits of subscription software are well known, whether it is the latest film from Netflix,
cloud file storage, or an innovative solution for marketing your business. It is clear that the
legal industry is no exception; the range of specific legal SaaS software means that law firms
need not operate as they have done previously, tied to outdated and poorly fitting server-based
software.
California-based Attorney at Law, Zachary C. Strebeck, an early-adopter of SaaS legal software,
is certain these apps have changed the way he works: “It’s an exciting time, with all of these
digital tools, I’m able to run my practice from anywhere in the world. I’m completely virtual, so
I basically live and die by these services.” If this ringing endorsement of SaaS software in the
legal workplace is anything to go by, cloud-based legal software solutions are set to have a
significant impact on the worldwide legal industry.

ter Tools offering extended domain information relating to your own site, a backlink checking
functionality and many more!
#3: Charles Ngo champions Asana
Affiliate marketing guru, Charles Ngo selected task management tool Asana. This fantastic tool
can be used to track your projects and have conversations about your work, all in one place.
Other features include sections allowing you to customise Asana to match your project workflows; due dates options, to ensure that tasks are completed on time, and the ability to add
files from your Desktop, Dropbox, Box or Google Drive to any task or conversation. Users can
also convey approval or affirmation of a task with the heart function and comment directly on
tasks to clarify exactly what needs to be done. Furthermore, team pages enable all a team’s
projects to sit in one place. This great tool an also be integarated with Dropbox, Slack, Chrome,
Okta, Github and Google Drive.
#4: Bob Jones opts for Basecamp 3

At Crozdesk we love the way SaaS solutions make our lives easier. Each member of the
Crozdesk team has their tried and tested favourites when it comes to web apps, but we wondered which apps are in favour with the great and good of the SEO and link-building world.
With our curiosity piqued, we decided to ask the leading lights of SEO what single web app
they prefer or currently use most, to be precise, we asked:
“The Crozdesk Team were wondering: What is your favorite/most used Web App and why?”
Many thanks to all who replied, most of the recommendations are for apps we know and love
but a few surprised us – in a good way! Here’s what they said:
#1: Julie Joyce recommends Evernote
SEO expert and owner of link building company Link Fish Media Julie Joyce was the first off
the mark, championing Evernote for its organisational efficiency. Evernote is ideal for saving
notes, tracking tasks and saving things you have done online. Set reminders, collect and organise information from around the web. Write notes, save clippings from web articles and collect
photos in one place. Evernote allows you to connect and collaborate with people you work
with and friends in real-time, without leaving the Evernote platform. Once you’re done, transform all your hard-work into presentation material at the click of a button with screen-friendly
layouts. As Julie points out, Evernote works seamlessly across web, mobile and tablet platforms
and is ideally suited to organise information for personal or business use.
#2: Irish Wonder prefers Majestic
It’s no surprise that @IrishWonder recommends 2015 US Search Award winners, Majestic. This
powerful search analysis tool surveys around a billion URLs a day and has reportedly created
the largest commercial Link Intelligence database tool in the world. Majestic is designed for
anyone looking to understand the link profile of their site, as a means of enabling rational
study of Search Engine positioning. Weapons in the Majestic armory include: Site Explorer for
detailed domain or URL analysis; Search Explorer for supercharged keyword analysis; Webmas-

Founder of full-service digital marketing and SEO agency Visible, Bob Jones recommends
collaberation and project management tool Basecamp 3. Basecamp 3 is designed to facilitate
team and project-based communication. Each new team project or “basecamp” you create will
have six separate components designed for efficient management of that project:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Campfire: An instant chat window allowing team members to communicate with one another in real-time.
Messages: A forum-style communications function allowing team members to post new
topics which other users can comment on.
To-Do’s: A list of shared team tasks, each task is made-up of a series of to-do’s which are
user-added and can be assigned to individual team members or left open for anyone in the
team to do. To do’s can be scheduled for a specific date and time and notes or files can be
added to each to-do.
Schedules: A calendar function allowing appointment and event scheduling.
Automatic Check-in: Pre-scheduled messages or reminders, which go out to your team on
a regular basis. You can send them daily, weekly, or monthly. Everyone in the Basecamp can
see the responses.
Docs and Files: Team file storage facility featuring drag and drop uploads and version control.

#5: Matthew Barby chooses Trello
Matthew Barby, Global Head of Growth & SEO at HubSpot uses project management app Trello:
The Trello board, a list of lists filled with cards for use by a team, forms the focus of the app.
You can drag cards between lists to show progress, add people, and re-order lists as necessary.
Trello is set up to adapt to your project, team and workflow. The app updates in real-time and
is designed to be intuative to use. Post comments for instant feedback and upload files from
your computer, Google Drive, Dropbox, Box, and OneDrive. Checklists, labels and due dates will
ensure you stay on top of your tasks, while notifications let you know when important events
occur.

#6: Steven Macdonald boosts his productivity levels with SuperOffice

#8: Kathryn Aragon chooses DropBox, Buffer and Asana

Steven Macdonald, Content marketing, SEO and Conversion Rate optimisation expert at Kingspoint, recommends all-in-one CRM solution SuperOffice. Integrating with all MS Office applications including Microsoft Office 365, Google Apps for Work and email apps such as Exchange,
Outlook, Notes, Gmail and all IMAP based mail servers, SuperOffice CRM helps store important
customer contact details in a central location for everyone in your organisation to access.
Whether it’s contact details, emails, phone calls, documents or meeting notes. A shared calendar function allows activity scheduling, project planning and availability tracking – if everyone’s busy, the system will automatically provide an alternative date when all team members
are free. Appointments are tracked in the system so that you can always go back to see what
happened when. A simple-to-use mailing tool can send visually attractive, customised emails
and documents. The optional calendar synchronizer will ensure your SuperOffice calendar is
never out of step with your diary in Outlook, Exchange or Google. This versatile and adaptable
tool was not one we had come across before at Crozdesk – thanks for the heads up Steven!

8. Kathryn Aragon, Award-winning Marketer, Author and Director of Content for Mirasee (formerly Firepole Marketing) favours Dropbox, Buffer and Asana:

#7: Giuseppe Pastore favors Freedcamp, MicrositeMasters, Trello and Evernote

Buffer is a tool for collating and sharing online content through multiple social media channels. A simple, low-cost and user-friendly social media marketing tool, Buffer allows you to
schedule posts across multiple channels, driving traffic and increasing engagement with target
audiences. Features include:

SEO, Content and Link Building specialist Giuseppe Pastore uses a host of web-app solutions
including Freedcamp for project management, MicrositeMasters for accurate SERP tracking, as
well as Trello and Evernote:
Freedcamp
Project organisation hub, Freedcamp aims to make project organisation, time and task management simpler and more efficient. Features include a dashboard, task lists and stickie notes, as
well as individual and group task assignment and prioratisation. Interestingly, Freedcamp’s core
functions are, as the name suggests, completely free to use. Business users can however opt to
pay for business-focused features as and when they need them, these features include:
•
•
•
•

CRM: Contact and campaign management is the aim of this feature, users can also stay on
top of deals and leads with minimal fuss: $12.99 /month.
Issue Tracker: This feature handles more complex tasks and offers saved searches, bulk
actions, advanced status options and unique issue ID’s: $10.99 /month.
Invoices: Create and send visually attractive invoices; this function also integrates with
Freedcamp’s time tracking app: $6.99 /month.
Wiki: Advanced document creation tool, Wiki, includes multiple version functionality and
the option to make the documents public or private as necessary: $2.99 /month.

Microsite Masters
Microsite Masters is an SEO toolbox that offers accurate and up-to-date ranking information
for websites and keywords. Microsite Masters allows you to measure the impact of your SEO
groundwork on your search rankings. Advanced tracking metrics include daily rank tracking and
advanced campaign management tools, allowing a trial and error approach to SEO strategy.
The Microsite Masters keyword tool offers webmasters a detailed view of their site’s performance and rankings for other sites according to your chosen keywords. The SEO Scoreboard
function provides a view of the top performers for a given search term, while integration with
Analytics and Clicky allow users to see which rankings lead to increased traffic and revenue.

DropBox
Dropbox is a hosting service that allows users to create folders on their computers, which are
then synchronized, allowing others to access the same folder, regardless of which computer is
being used to view it. Anything users add to Dropbox will automatically show up on all their
computers, phones and even the Dropbox website — so they can instantly access it from any
location. Dropbox also makes sharing and collaboration easier, by inviting other users to any
folder in Dropbox.
Buffer

•
•
•
•

Content sharing: Share content easily across Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+ accounts.
Team members: Allow a co-worker to simultaneously manage your social media profiles
through Buffer.
Detailed analytics: Get analytics and insights on social content from aggregated statistics,
comparisons and more.
Scheduling: Schedule up to 100 posts to ensure you stay on top of sharing social content.

#9: Joel Widmer picks Alfred
Joel Widmer, founder of Dallas-based Fluxe Digital Marketing —a marketing shop that specializes in content marketing strategy and training for businesses opts for Mac OS X Productivity
App, Alfred, for seamless integration between Mac and online content.
Award-winning Mac OS X app Alfred allows users to search your Mac and the web seamlessly,
as well as controlling their Mac with the Powerpack, a function allowing customised actions
such as application launching and file finding. Alfred prioritises results as you type, while hotkeys, keywords and customised search options help you claw back all that time spent trying to
find a file. Users can also import community-created workflows to improve their productivity.
#10: Matthew Woodward selects Infusionsoft
Award-winning SEO and Affiliate Marketing Blogger, Matthew Woodward recommended all-inone sales and marketing tool, Infusionsoft. Infusionsoft offers a subscription based all-in-one
sales and marketing SaaS product for small businesses, with fewer than 25 employees. The integrated platform lets users manage their small business by pulling together data points related to sales, marketing, leads, payments, customers, and more. It includes products to streamline
the customer lifecycle, customer relationship management, marketing automation, lead capture,
and e-commerce.

Features include:
•
•
•
•
•

CRM for Small Business: Organized contacts so users can get to know them better and
speak directly to their needs.
Marketing Automation: It helps streamline the way users market to new customers by automating lead capture and follow-up.
Reports: Powerful reporting makes it easy to quickly assess what’s working and what isn’t.
Online Selling: Setting up online shopping carts and managing online store, inventory, fulfillment and billing from a single system.
Integration: There are hundreds of integrations in the Infusionsoft marketplace.

We received some great feedback on the must-have web apps in favor with SEO experts around
the world, thank you to all those that took the time to respond!

financial data whenever they need to, enabling them to have informed conversations with
their customers and stakeholders. A range of performance metrics is also available to keep the
finance department happy. There can be no doubt that Zuora has made the process of running a
SaaS business a great deal easier.
GitHub – enabling collaboration between developers
Github provides a centre for storing Git projects and networking with other developers. Git is
an open-source version control system used for storing and keeping track of code modifications
during development. Since its inception in 2008, GitHub has soared in popularity, now featuring 27.9 million repositories and gaining $100 million of investment to date, as well as being
included in CNBC’s Disruptor 50 in 2014 – a selection of companies whose innovations have
revolutionised the way we live. Features include: integrated issue tracking, allowing developers to stay on top of bugs and fixes; pull requests which streamline and enable a collaborative
process of discussing and managing changes to code; compatibility with 200 programming
languages and integration with mobile devices.
SurveyMonkey – making market insight cheaper and simpler

“The best subscription companies in the world are not trying to push you something you don’t
want. They’re not trying to sell you stuff at late night infomercials. They give you a service that
actually changes your lives, right, that’s better than just receiving the product, that gives you
the outcome without having to deal with hassles of asset management. These are the services
that are changing your life.”
These words from Zuora CEO, Tien Tzuo, in an interview with Jim Cramer of Mad Money, are an
excellent endorsement of the value of SaaS and a reminder of the fact that the way businesses
operate is being altered and improved on a daily basis by innovative, well-designed and carefully implemented SaaS solutions. Here are five such apps which have improved and altered
the marketplace:
Slack – the SaaS app aiming to put an end to email
Described as an “email killer”, Slack aims to solve the problem of chaotic business communications caused by a lack of consistency and integration between varied digital platforms such as
email, instant messaging, text message etc.
Slack focuses upon conversation channels, which can be specific to a department, project or
office location. Any files or links uploaded on Slack, stay there, making locating a file or document far easier than struggling to remember whether you saved that document in an email
or a file transfer link. Slack works across a variety of devices and offers adjustable notification
settings, enabling users to stay as informed as they wish to, wherever they are. In their words:
“More productive, more transparent, more efficient and no more email.”
Zuora – simplifying finances for subscription businesses
Now a major player in the SaaS marketplace, Zuora offers a comprehensive toolbox for running
a subscription business. Zuora offers businesses the ability to price and package products in
a meaningful way, through a range of tested pricing models – enabling a business to find the
model which works best for them. Online account management enables businesses to access

Ruffling feathers in the sphere of market research and insight, SurveyMonkey offers an alternative to large and expensive market research projects, by allowing users to design and implement their own surveys; offering tools for each stage of the process. In designing a survey, users
can purchase a targeted audience, choose from over 15 types of question and brand surveys
with their logo and colours – mobile app compatibility is also available. At the analysis stage:
real-time results, data analysis tools and SPSS integration are among a range of features which
make this a real contender in the market research world and an invaluable tool for any business wishing to know more about their customer and the market in which they operate.
Zendesk – bringing businesses closer to their customers
Founded in Copenhagen in 2007, Zendesk now has over 60,000 paid subscriptions to its customer service and support ticket app. Zendesk is a ticket based customer service solution, which
streamlines the process of dealing with customer questions and feedback. Starting with an
initial customer question, Zendesk provides an easy to use platform for support agents, allowing them to highlight questions which require urgent attention and engage the necessary
resources to answer that question. The app then tracks and keeps a record of all communications relating to that particular ticket and offers valuable performance data on metrics such as
response time, to allow companies to compare their performance with that of their competitors.
The app is designed to remove barriers to communication between businesses and their customers, bringing them closer together.
SaaS apps changing the business world
These companies and others like them are transforming the way we do business – discovering
unexploited gaps in the marketplace and filling them with ingenious and effective SaaS solutions. The fact that many of these products are now an integral part of our lives is a testament
to their success.

Brief
Client: Catawiki.com
Industry: Online Auctioneers
Medium: Online
Format: Website copy for auction category pages - 57 in total
Audience: Anyone interested in selling antique objects online, including potential and existing
Catawiki users.
Design: Produce A3 layout spreads, showcasing the copy. The separate auction categories
should be visually identifiable within the design.
Copywriting: Produce a series of carefully researched, search optimised texts, for display on
each of Catawiki’s auction category pages. These texts should encourage users of Catawiki to
sell their special objects on the site.

Design

Photography

They say that “beauty is in the eye of the beholder” - this is certainly true in the world of design. A well-designed
object or piece of furniture can transform any space and it is for this reason that the work of famous designers
remains popular long after it is made. When it comes to a design auction, what
one bidder loves, another may dislike - this diversity of tastes is reflected in
the huge range of design items on sale in Catawiki’s design auctions. Whether
it is furniture by the renowned architect and designer Le Corbusier, fibreglass
lounge chairs by Charles and Ray Eames or the distinctive work of Paul McCobb
that you wish to sell, Catawiki has an auction fit for your object. Our design
auction categories include Scandinavian, Italian and Dutch design; as well as
industrial items, lamps and figurines. The beauty of Catawiki’s international
coverage is that our design auctions feature a diverse range of objects and
furniture by designers from across the globe - ensuring that your object is sold
in its proper context and profiled to the appropriate audience.
Listing your design piece on Catawiki will expose it to millions of potential bidders and provide it with excellent online exposure. Our expert auctioneers supervise our auctions, while our notary officials work to ensure
the validity of bids placed. Once your item has sold, our secure payment system provides a hassle-free experience for you and your buyer.

While the principles of photography have been known for hundreds of years, it was not until
1816 that Nicéphore Niépce capture the first image using a camera. Niépce’s achievement was
followed by the invention of the photographic process, as we know it today, thanks to the work of
pioneers such as Louis Daguerre and Henry Fox Talbot. Some of the most iconic images in modern history are photographs, whether surprisingly intimate scenes of individuals or honest and
distressing images, made by war photographers in an attempt to accurately report world events.
The rise of digital technology in the late 20th Century has further changed the face of photography, providing photographers with an increasingly wide range of techniques and possibilities.
Catawiki’s photography auctions cover categories including Digital; Analog - Post-1960’s; Magic Lantern and Leica photographic objects. Whether you are looking to sell a rare antique camera or a
modern digital device, Catawiki is the perfect place to sell your special photographic objects. With
thousands of lots listed each week and hundreds of auction categories, listing your photographic object on Catawiki will expose it to millions of potential bidders. What’s more, the Catawiki team works
hard to ensure that sellers and buyers have peace of mind throughout the auction process, with our
expert auctioneers supervising auctions. Once your item has sold, our secure payment system will
keep everyone happy.
Catawiki is the ideal place to sell your photographic objects - start selling today!

List your design object on Catawiki today and start selling!

Wine

Sports

One of the most expensive wines ever made was the Chateau Margaux 1787,
confirmed to have been part of the personal wine collection of Thomas Jefferson
- a bottle of this vintage was valued at $500,000 - demonstrating that the most
sought after wines can command huge prices. Catawiki’s wine auctions have featured high-end vintages such as a 1975 Romanée-Conti Grand Cru and a bottle
of Rémy Martin Grande Champagne Cognac. The taste of wine is impacted greatly by what has become known as the “terroir”. This term is used by wine experts
to describe the effect that variables such as soil type, climate and geographical
location have on the final taste of a wine.

Since the first Olympic Games, held in Greece in 776 BC, sport has been an integral part of human
civilisation. Games and sports have the capacity to bring people together, whether it is supporting
your favourite baseball team; witnessing moments of history, such as the breaking of a new world
record, or participating in a competition yourself in order to raise money for a good cause. It is the
enduring appeal of sport, and the enthusiasm with which it is followed that helps to fuel a market
for quality sports memorabilia.
Whether you are looking to sell a signed photograph of
a world-famous sprinter; the actual pair of boxing gloves
used by a prize-fighter in a famous knock-out round, or one
of the actual Olympic torches used in the opening ceremony of the Olympic games, Catawiki’s Sports auctions are the
perfect place to sell your special sports objects.
Listing your sports memorabilia on Catawiki will expose it to millions of potential bidders from
around the world, providing excellent online exposure for your item. Our expert team of professional auctioneers supervise auctions to ensure everything goes to plan, while our notary officials
work to ensure the validity of bids placed. Once your item has sold, our secure payment system
ensures both sellers and buyers are fully satisfied.

With categories for Exclusive Wines; Port; Sweet Wine; Cognac; Armagnac and Champagne
- Catawiki offers a specialist marketplace for the sale of interesting and vintage wines from
around the world. In choosing to sell your prized wine with Catawiki, your lots will receive
the benefit of online exposure to millions of potential bidders. With thousands of lots each
week across hundreds of different categories, Catawiki ensures that the specialist nature
of your object is not overlooked by providing you with the right auction for your item. Our
auctions are monitored by auctioneers who are experts in their field, while our approved
notary officials work to guarantee the validity of bids placed. Our secure payment system
provides buyers and sellers with a trouble-free auction experience.

Catawiki is the ideal place to sell your sports memorabilia - start selling today!

Catawiki is the perfect place to sell your vintage wine - start selling today!

Model Trains
The sight of an iconic locomotive steaming its way across the landscape is one which inspires wonder and emotion in many people. A brilliant combination of technical ingenuity,
careful design and precision engineering - the raw power of trains and the sense of history they evoke has created countless model railway enthusiasts across the world. Just as
with full size locomotives, model railway engines are built according to a specific gauge or width of track, common gauges include OO and HO (16.5mm); N (9mm) and O (32mm).
Whether you are looking to sell locomotive engines; carriages; track; model stations or other accessories, Catawiki’s model train auctions feature locomotives and accessories
covering most of the main gauge sizes and include pieces by iconic manufacturers such as Fleischmann and Märklin.
Selling your model railway objects on Catawiki will provide your special object with exposure to millions of potential bidders and the perfect
marketplace of enthusiasts and fellow collectors. With thousands of lots each week and hundreds of auction categories, listing your object
on Catawiki will ensure it has excellent visibility online. Our professional auctioneers ensure that the auction process is hassle-free, through
their supervision; while the validity of bids placed are checked by our notary officials. Once your special object has sold, our secure payment
system ensures funds are transferred safely, keeps sellers and buyers happy.
Catawiki is the best place to sell your model train objects - start selling today!

Books

Natural History

Collections of written material have existed in some form for thousands of years. Among
the earliest specimens are the clay tablets of Mesopotamia and Egyptian Papyrus containing ancient hieroglyphs. In Europe, hand-copied religious manuscripts were common
until the invention of the printing press by the German blacksmith, Johannes Gutenberg
in 1440. Since Gutenberg’s discovery, books and printed material have had a profound
impact on human civilisation - enabling the sharing of knowledge on a global scale.
Today, dealers and collectors around the world buy and sell in order to meet the huge
global demand for rare books.
With thousands of lots each week, viewed by millions of potential bidders, Catawiki offers a dedicated online
marketplace for selling your treasured books. Our auctioneers are experts when it comes to antique books on a
huge range of subjects - they supervise our book auctions.
Furthermore, our notary officials work to guarantee the validity of bids, offering complete peace of mind for sellers. What’s more, Catawiki’s secure payment system offers buyers and sellers complete peace of mind.
Whether your shelves are stacked with books on Art or Travel; Literature or Children’s Stories, Catawiki’s book
auctions regularly feature high-value and sought-after works of literature, along with a range of specialist and
niche titles to suit a variety of interests. Catawiki is the best place to sell your books - start selling today!

Postcards
One of the earliest known postcards was hand-printed and sent in 1840 to the playwright and
novelist, Theodore Hook in Fulham, London. The card is believed to have been sent by Hook, to
himself, as a practical joke and mockery of the English postal system; the card sold for £31,750
in 2002. Since then, postcards have been sent in all shapes and sizes and for a variety of reasons.
Despite seeming quite ordinary, postcards have the potential to offer a rare glimpse into the past
lives of their senders and recipients. Whether it is a soldier in the trenches of WW1 writing a
poignant postcard to his loved ones or a student travelling the
world, writing a card home to say “Wish you were here!” - the
variety and personal nature of postcards help to make them a
collectable item.
Catawiki’s postcard auctions feature a diverse range of postcards. Whether you have cards containing images of historic
buildings, people, natural beauty or political cartoons, Catawiki’s postcard auctions are the ideal place to sell your postcards.
Listing your special objects on Catawiki will provide them with excellent online exposure to millions of potential bidders. Our notary officials are working to ensure the validity of bids placed,
while our expert auctioneers supervise our auctions. Once the bidding has finished, our secure
payment system ensures both buyers and sellers are satisfied with the transaction.
With thousands of lots each week and hundreds of categories, Catawiki is the ideal place to sell
your special object - start selling today!

Natural History is concerned with the observational study and research of organisms such as
animals, plants and fungi in their environment. The field gained prominence thanks to the work
of 19th Century naturalists such as Alfred Wallace, Henry Bates and Charles Darwin. These pioneers travelled across the world collecting numerous specimens, the study of which helped to
form some of the most pervasive theories in existence today - such as Charles Darwin’s theory of
evolution.
Whether you wish to sell a fossilised Mammoth bone; a piece of meteorite; a prehistoric insect preserved in amber or
a rare and precious mineral or gemstone - Catawiki has an auction suitable for your item. With some Natural History
items commanding a high price, it is important that both sellers and buyers have peace of mind when participating in
one of our auctions. That’s why our expert auctioneers supervise the auction process, while our notary officials work to
ensure the validity of any bids placed. Once you’ve sold your item, you’ll want to know that payment will be processed
securely, and that your buyer will be kept happy throughout the process. Our secure payment system keeps your money
safe and your buyer satisfied.
Catawiki provides a taylor-made marketplace, designed with your Natural History item in mind. With thousands of
lots each week, viewed by millions of potential bidders, we work hard to ensure that your item gets the best online
exposure.
Catawiki is the perfect arena in which to sell your Natural History object - begin listing your item today!

Posters
Modern posters, pieces of printed paper with a graphical and textual element, are a relatively recent phenomenon. The increase in the prevalence of posters in the mid 19th Century came about
as a result of the advancement in lithographic printing techniques, which enabled the mass-production of large, inexpensive images. At the same time, advertisers began to market mass-produced
consumer goods to a growing population, particularly in urban areas. The
format of the poster was well-suited to such advertising, allowing brands
to promote their products to consumers in an eye-catching and visually
engaging way. Posters are now an integral part of modern-life, whether it is
an advertisement for a new type of perfume, your favorite band in concert,
or a political campaign poster. Among the most memorable and iconic posters, and particularly popular among collectors, are those promoting films
- these posters are now instantly recognisable and continually popular.
Catawiki is the ideal place to sell your posters, whether movie memorabilia,
vintage advertisements or art - our auctions are designed to give maximum online exposure to
your special objects. In listing your poster in a Catawiki specialist auction, you’ll ensure your special object is visible to millions of potential bidders. Our extensive list of categories ensures your
item is sold in the correct context and our auctions are supervised by specialist auctioneers. Notary
officials are on hand to ensure the validity of bids placed and our secure payment system ensures
peace-of-mind for both sellers and buyers.
List your poster in a Catawiki auction today and start selling!

Records/Vinyl
Popular among music lovers and collectors alike, records or vinyls are now enjoying increasing sales and a growth in popularity among consumers, even among those who do not own a record player! Modern record players have
their origins in the Phonograph, invented in 1877 by Thomas Edison. This device recorded sound waves as etchings or impressions on a rotating disc or “record”. Records became identifiable by their sleeves - printed cardboard covers
used to package sets of 45 and 78 rpm records. In the middle of the 20th Century, designers such as Bob Cato were responsible for increasingly eye-catching and innovative cover designs and it was at this point that covers became
a marketing device and an expression of creativity.
Featuring records from big name bands and revered solo artists, Catawiki’s vinyl auctions feature numerous intriguing vinyls in a variety of sizes and formats. This wide selection of vinyl auction
listings makes Catawiki the ideal place to sell your records.
With hundreds of auctions in a wide range of different subjects and specialisms, along with thousands of lots each week, Catawiki offers a forum for the sale of specialist objects. Catawiki lots are
viewed by millions of potential bidders, providing your special object with excellent online exposure to a relevant audience. Our auctions are supervised by specialist auctioneers, while notary
officials work to guarantee the validity of bids placed. Catawiki’s five-star seller service doesn’t end when the bidding stops, our secure payment system offers peace-of-mind for both parties.
Catawiki is the best place to sell your special object, start selling today!

Brief
Client: Crozdesk.com
Industry: Cloud-based business software
Medium: Online
Format: E-newsletter
Audience: Members of the East London startup and tech communities, potential investors, venture capitalists and existing Crozdesk contacts.
Design: Design a monthly newsletter template for the East London tech and startup community. The piece should be no more than two sides of A4 and is to be sent as an email attachment.
The template should not be over-engineered in that it should be easy to adapt and update
each month with new information. The reverse of the newsletter is to feature a software review
section, in order to tie the piece back into the Crozdesk brand and mission of informing people
about the latest business software.
Copywriting: Research and write the content for the monthly newsletter. The stories should
contain a mixture of local East London and startup news.
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The Latest News
from Silicon
Roundabout
Welcome to the first edition
of Startup News - a monthly
newsletter designed to bring
you up to speed with the latest
events in East London’s vibrant
and fast-moving startup world.
In this edition, we’ll hear about
Fintech Week 2016, find out
about East London’s community of artisan makers and designers and get a sneak preview of the latest innovation
from the much-loved 3 Beards
team. We hope you enjoy it and
please feel free to send contributions to:
editor@startupnews.com

London Fintech
Week 2016
London is
home to a
vibrant and
innovative
Fintech
community, made up of challenger banks, financial startups and a wealth of financial
expertise. In 2016, London will
once again host one of the
most important events in the
Fintech calendar - Finctech
Week 2016. Taking place at

the Grange Tower Bridge Hotel
between 15th and 22nd July,
the event will feature a range
of conferences, hackathons,
workshops and networking
events, with each day of the
conference covering a different
theme. If you’re in any way involved in the world of Fintech
or Financial Services, this week
is not to be missed!

The London Artisan:
East London Makers
It isn’t only startups which thrive
in East London,
this area of the
city is home to a
network of artisans and makers,
using traditional techniques
and skills to create beautiful
objects and delicious food.
Each Sunday, the Old Truman
Brewery hosts The London Artisan, a curated marketplace in
the heart of East London. This
collaborative project between
Designers, Makers and The Old
Truman Brewery provides a
diverse shopping experience,
which celebrates independent
producers and makers. With
textiles, homewares, illustration, print, ceramics, glassware
and food products such as

breads, chutneys and pies on
offer. The project’s ethos focuses upon the importance of
people and place, with many of
the makers living in the immediate East London community.
If you’ve time to spare on a
Sunday, why not pop in between 10am and 5pm.

Another Bright Idea
from 3beards
If you’re
not
familiar
with 3beards - they are a team
of like-minded entrepreneurs
responsible for putting on great
networking events, such as the
Silicon Drinkabout - a weekly
meet up of tech savvy individuals in and around Shoreditch.
In a brand new initiative the
3beards team have organised
their first full day event. On Friday 28th October, between 9am
and 11pm, Troxy London will
host Thinkabout - a mini-conference aimed at supporting
the London startup ecosystem.
The event will cover three main
topics: Startup Mental Health,
The Nature of Growth and The
Future of Business. For more
information or to get tickets,
click here.

SOFTWARE REVIEWS
OUR MONTHLY ROUNDUP OF THE NEWEST CLOUD BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Data-Qualified Sales
Prospecting with
Pipetop
Finding the
right sales
leads can be a
huge challenge.
Reaching influencers who have the available
budget, authority and need to
make a purchase decision can
be difficult and time consuming. Pipetop equips businesses with relevant and highly
detailed information about
companies operating within
their marketplace. Pipetop
functions using information
categories known as verticals
– subdivisions of Pipetop’s continuously updated database of
over 250,000 companies. It is
this subdivision which enables
Pipetop to offer users prospects which are more relevant
to their business area. Pipetop
contains four of these verticals:
consumer brands; e-commerce
companies; software companies and creative agencies.
Each vertical is subdivided
again into multiple industry
areas.
Pipetop is a valuable new
business tool for the following
reasons:
•

Real-time: Pipetop’s databases are continuously updated, meaning that Pipetop users can rest assured
that they are viewing the

•

•

latest information available.
Highly detailed: Pipetop
offers an impressive level
of detail when it comes
to prospect information –
whether it is the number
of employees a prospect
business has or their web
traffic figures.
Automated: Pipetop’s
Chrome plugin offers the
ability to quickly research
contacts through LinkedIn
and automatically export
their email addressed to Pipetop – this is highly useful
feature.

The accuracy and level of
detail available when it comes
to prospect research in Pipetop
could easily replace hours of
painstaking research.

Project Management
Made Easy: Clarizen
Initial
set-up of
project
management software Clarizen
is a simple case of entering your
name and email address, and
either choosing one of the paid
plans or selecting the 30-day
free trial. Once you’re signed
up, Clarizen prompts you to
invite colleagues to join, this is
an optional step which can be
skipped.
The next stage after sign-up
is to set up a new project by
either importing an existing MS
Project (XML) file or using one

of the numerous pre-created
project templates. As you use
Clarizen for project management, you will notice just how
well these templates have
been designed. Each template
has been structured in a way
which relevantly meets the
main task of that type of project. As an example, the Tradeshow/Event Planning project is
set up with a range of specific
tasks which would be relevant
to planning an event, the other
project templates are set up
in a similar way. This is a huge
benefit for time-poor businesses as it means that much of the
project planning process, which
would normally involve considering all the different elements
that project might involve, is
already done for you by project
management software Clarizen.
In addition to the Tradeshow/
Event Planning project template, other templates include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer Rollout
Professional Services
Generic
IT
SCRUM Development for
the production of software
New Product Introduction

Clarizen is an impressive tool
for Project Management. It
is the breadth of Clarizen’s
functionality and adaptability
which sets it apart from other
Project Management tools.
If you’d like to contribute to
Startup News or join our mailing list, please email:
editor@startupnews.com

Brief
Client: RGL Forensics
Industry: Financial services
Medium: Email
Format: Email marketing campaign
Audience: Business professionals in the financial services sector, including existing clients and
contacts of RGL.
Design: Design a series of eye-catching emails to promote In the Know - a spring seminar series
for 2016. The seminar series will feature interesting talks on topics relevant to the accountancy and financial services sector. The design of the emails should be consistent with the RGL
brand and brand guidelines. The design should also be kept simple, in order to work effectively
across multiple email broswers.
Copywriting: Produce engaging and on-brand copy for four marketing emails. The copy should
be consistent with the RGL tone of voice in that it should sound knowledgable, professional
and confident. The emails should also convey important information relating to the events,
such as date, time and location. The copy should also include enough detail to pique the interest of those receiving the emails. Attention should also be paid to the subject lines.

[Subject line]: In the Know Series - The Ethical Hacker – 19th May, 8am

[Subject line]: In the Know Inaugural Seminar - The Psychology of Deceit - 25th May, 8am

Dear [First Name],

Dear [First Name],

RGL Forensics are pleased to invite you to the second instalment of our In the Know series
- informative talks by respected thinkers and experts from the fields of psychology, technology and societal change. In this second seminar, we hear from cyber vulnerabilities expert,
Jamie Woodruff, as he describes his experiences in disclosing digital weaknesses for major
organisations around the world.

RGL Forensics are delighted to invite you to the first of our In the Know series of seminars.
Join Professor Richard Wiseman, psychologist and best-selling author, on Wednesday 25th
May, 8-9am, as he discusses the psychology of deceit. In this fascinating seminar, Professor Wiseman will describe the simple, yet powerful techniques that can help expose a lie,
before demonstrating how the same evidence-based approach has uncovered a variety of
other myths within organisational psychology. Wiseman will reveal the truth about brainstorming, persuasion and motivation; showing that dealing with change does not have to
be challenging - it’s simply a case of using techniques that are scientifically proven to make
a real difference.

Jamie Woodruff
Advances in technology have brought huge benefits to the business world, yet such progress has led to increased risks in the area of cyber security. In an effort to mitigate these
risks, businesses are increasingly turning to methods such as penetration testing - a process
in which the security of an organisation’s IT infrastructure is evaluated through controlled
attempts to exploit system vulnerabilities.
Highly experienced in the field of penetration testing, Jamie Woodruff’s achievements read
like an IT security manager’s nightmare; they include remotely accessing CCTV cameras and
bypassing electronic security locks. Jamie has highlighted system vulnerabilities for leading
organisations such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Apple and Google. Describing himself as
an ethical hacker, Jamie travels the world teaching people about the importance of system
and network security.
In the Know Series
The RGL Forensics In the Know series is designed to stimulate debate around key industry
issues, bringing clarity to an increasingly complex business world. We very much hope you
can join us:

Professor Richard Wiseman
Holder of Britain’s only professorship in the Public Understanding of Psychology, Professor
Wiseman has more than twenty years’ experience in psychological research, particularly in
the areas of deception and lying. Author of the international bestseller, 59 Seconds, and creator of a YouTube channel with over 22 million views, Wiseman’s work has dispelled many
of the commonly held myths about lie detection, and revealed how to reliably separate fact
from fiction.
Wiseman has written several academic books and more than 50 peer-reviewed publications.
In addition to making numerous television and radio appearances, including BBC 2’s The
Culture Show and Radio 4’s The Today Programme, Wiseman has presented keynote addresses to major international organisations, including Microsoft, Google, Amazon, the Swiss
Economic Forum and The Royal Institution.
In the Know Series

Date: Thursday 19th May
Time: 8-9am
Venue: RGL London - Dashwood, 69 Old Broad Street, EC2M 1QS
RSVP: [RSVP Contact name with mailto: link], [RSVP Contact telephone number]

Featuring respected thinkers and experts from the fields of psychology, technology and societal change, the RGL Forensics In the Know series is designed to stimulate debate around
key industry issues, bringing clarity to an increasingly complex business world. We very
much hope you can join us for this intriguing and engaging seminar:

Kind regards,

Date: Wednesday 25th May
Time: 8-9am
Venue: RGL London - Dashwood, 69 Old Broad Street, EC2M 1QS
RSVP: [RSVP Contact name with mailto: link], [RSVP Contact telephone number]

The RGL Team

Kind regards,
The RGL Team

[Subject line]: In the Know Series - The Optimistic Futurist – 28th June, 8am

[Subject line]: In the Know: the RGL Forensics Seminar Series

Dear [First Name],

Dear [First Name],

RGL Forensics are pleased to invite you to the final part of our In the Know series – a collection of seminars by thinkers and experts from the fields of psychology, technology and
societal change. In this final seminar, we hear from Mark Stevenson - one of the world’s
most respected thinkers on technology and future trends.

“Knowledge is power” or so the saying goes. At RGL Forensics, we’re fully aware of the value
our clients place on staying up to date with key industry topics and trends; such knowledge
can be vital in facilitating and informing business decisions. RGL Forensics are pleased to
introduce In the Know - a selection of insightful breakfast seminars by respected thinkers
and experts from the fields of psychology, technology and societal change. This series is
designed to stimulate debate around key industry issues, bringing clarity to an increasingly
complex business world.

Mark Stevenson
A futurist and best-selling author, Mark’s work develops our understanding of where the
world is going and how to adapt. In 2011 Mark published An Optimist’s Tour of the Future,
described by Wired as “a very coherent and entertaining journey through the world of future
technology.” In his book, Mark asked the simple question, “What next for humanity?” and
travelled the world in pursuit of answers. Mark’s adventures included a meeting with transhumanists in Oxford, an encounter with a capricious robot in Boston and an interview with
the Australian outback’s smartest farmer.
A regular speaker on the subjects of future narratives, institutional innovation, learning
and belief- systems, Mark’s previous speaking engagements include The Economist, The US
National Space Symposium, Google and Oxford University. Mark sits on the advisory boards
of Sir Richard Branson’s Virgin Earth Challenge, is a fellow of the Royal Society for the
encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, and is founder of the The League of
Pragmatic Optimists - an organisation that aims to facilitate positive world change.
We hope you can join us!
Mark is an engaging and insightful speaker - we hope you can join us for what promises to
be a fascinating seminar:
Date: Tuesday 28th June
Time: 8-9am
Venue: RGL London - Dashwood, 69 Old Broad Street, EC2M 1QS
RSVP: [RSVP Contact name with mailto: link], [RSVP Contact telephone number]
Kind regards,
The RGL Forensics Team

Speakers
Jamie Woodruff - The Ethical Hacker: Thursday 19th May, 8-9am
An expert in the field of cyber vulnerabilities, Jamie travels the world teaching people
about the importance of system and network security. Jamie is well-known for disclosing
digital weaknesses in leading applications such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Google.
Richard Wiseman - The Psychology of Deceit: Wednesday 25th May, 8-9am
For the past twenty years, Professor Wiseman has carried out research into many different
areas of psychology, including deception and lying. His work has dispelled many of the
commonly held myths about lie detection, and revealed how to reliably separate fact from
fiction.
Mark Stevenson - The Optimistic Futurist: Tuesday 28th June, 8-9am
Mark Stevenson is one of the world’s most respected thinkers on technology and societal
trends – his work develops our understanding of where the world is going – and how to
adapt. A best-selling author, Stevenson has the ability to make complex or abstract concepts
intelligible, without trivialising the subject matter.
Who should attend?
This series will be particularly relevant for legal professionals, including commercial and
insurance lawyers; as well as professionals in the insurance industry, including insurers;
adjusters; brokers and claims managers.
We hope you can join us!
Kind regards,
The RGL Team

